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The Music Animation Machine
(MAM), xr animated graphical

score created by musician and

software engineer Stephen

Malinowski, has captivated many

people. His YouTube channel
"smalin," which primarily features

classical music, has received over a

hundred million views and countless

grateful comments from people of
all ages and backgrounds. Viewers

who cannot read music express their
pleasure at understanding asPects of
the music that were previously out of
reach, and many, including trained

musicidns, report a heightened

degree of concentration, leading to a

deeper, more compelling experience.

The reason for this is that the

MAM is a score designed for listeners. As in a conventional score, the

pitch, timing, duration, and instrument of every note in the piece is

represented. However, instead of arbitrary symbols for notes, we have

colourful shapes that relate intuitively to the structure of the music.

These shapes create easily-recognisable patterns that pass by from

right to left and light up in the'now', which is

We have only always in the centre. This leads the viewer to see

scratched the patterns in the future, so that what is about to

surface of what be heard can be predicted and anticipated. As

is possible the patterns are also visible in the past, the visual

rePresentation enhances auditory memory. The

MAM is thus a 1GPS for mus ic' , a dynamic, context-sensitive view of

the listener's musical surroundings, highlighting the features that are

relevant at the moment, providing an easy-to-follow 'route' through

complex compositions.
Violinist and conductor Etienne Abelin encouraged Malinowski to

develop a version of the MAM that could be used in live performance.

Premiered in 2Ol2 with the Nuremberg Symphony Orchestra, it has

subsequently been featured or will be featured in performances in the

Concertgebouw Amsterdam, the Alte Oper Frankfurt, the Festival

Van Vlaanderen Gent, the Morelia Festival Mexico, the Sounds of

Childhood Festival Israel, the Ynight-Classical in Club series in

Switzerland, and the San Francisco Chamber Orchestra. At the centre

of live performances of the MAM is a synchronisation tool that was

specifically designed by Malinowski: it's a crank that is in fact an old

Volkswagen window handle. Often the audience is invited to learn

how to play this tool in intermissions and even to perform a short

piece together with the musicians of the night.

Performonce using the Music Animation Machine 2S'h October 2012.
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The MAM has been exhibited in museum installations, Presented at

TEDx events in Amsterdam and Zwich, and used for apps such as

Biophilia by pop singer and trendsetter Bjork and the'Wagner Files by

the Gebrueder Beetz. It has received favourable reviews in publications

such as The Guardian, Huffington Post and NPR.

Increasing interest by educators on all levels, record labels

and presenters point to the appeal of MAM and the potential for

further development and research: how can new and even better

ways ro express essential musical elements such as rhythm, harmonic

progression, melodic gesture, timbre, dynamics, tension/release be

developed - informed by the science of perception and cognition,

inter-sensory integration or object recognition? How could the

integration of 3D provide even more immersive and transParent

viewing/listening experiences? How can the percePtion process

of anticipation, experience of the moment and memory 1et even

more refined and varied? 
'What graphical design options can still be

developed?
'We have only scratched the surface of what is possible.
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Official website
of the MAM: www.
musicanimation
machinelive.com
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